This paper touched upon cloud computing, their technologies and social media to provide selective dissemination of information service for the research community and the beneficiaries. It identifies the concept of cloud computing and its advantages and services offered in the field of libraries and information. It also identifies the concept of social media. The paper Builds a digital warehouse and makes digital book link available on social media to serve researchers and beneficiaries and to meet their demands and needs.
Introduction
With the continuous development in the field of modern technologies and service applications available to beneficiaries on the Internet and the emergence of web 2.0 and web 3.0 and with the cloud computing services which lead to interaction with the beneficiaries, many information institutions and University libraries have moved to access applications for use through the World Wide Web Internet. This will make most of these technologies and applications available matter that will save costs and make available information services to the largest sector of the beneficiaries they also provide the beneficiaries, information institutions and libraries the possibility of storing, processing, transmitting and sharing data anywhere and at any time Without the need to use a personal computer. All these procedures are accomplished through external devices and servers available on the Internet and cloud computing. This will ensure the security of the data and keep them from abuses, loss and damage. Thus, this study uploads digital sources for the university libraries across these servers, or the so-called cloud computing. The aim is to preserve them, and to apply the selective dissemination of information service which send digital resources and information based on the interests and tendencies of beneficiaries across social media. This service can also respond to the queries of the beneficiaries. The study consisted of four sections. The first section gave the general framework of the study. The second section dealt with the theoretical side to identify the cloud computing, its applications and services in the field of university libraries, and it recognized the concept of social media and the selective dissemination of information service. The third section offered the practical side by making available the selective dissemination of information service via social media to beneficiaries and by uploading the digital resources of cloud computing across (Google drive). And taking advantage of its features in saving retrieving data. 
Web2
Web 2: -The web is an important transition in the history of the web. Which is to move from the concept of traditional sites, whose substantive content depends on production of the site management to the concept of integrated applications, which provides a range of interactive services accessible to the user and which develops its performance to serve as a product and consumer of the substantive content of different forms. Web 2 can be seen as a network of applications and interactive social services are more than just a set of sites and the content that is mainly available depends on the subscribers.2
Web3
Web3 :-It is also called semantic web. It is one of the concepts that emerged in the contemporary stage within what emerged from the digital environment if it is a concept it' s back to working on converting the web from just a huge repository a huge amount of text, images, clips and other information that is invisible and unorganized makes it easier to take advantage of it, to a digital Warehouse or a large database linked to the information contained within the links based on understanding the meanings and relationships that make their interconnection very good information.
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The first sections General framework for study (1.1) The problem of the study (1.
2) The importance of the study
The importance of the study appear from the importance of applications of modern techniques and applications Internet, which leads to interaction with the beneficiaries and answer to the inquiries of beneficiaries and meet their demands by providing digital resources and information according to the tendencies and concerns of beneficiaries across social media and apply the selective dissemination of information service and benefit from the advantages of cloud computing.
Perhaps the justification put forward for this technology is:
 Those features are unique to cloud computing technology In terms of saving costs with access to the services and applications efficiently and quickly.  Advantages of cloud computing are to be used wherever the user wants, at home, at work, in the car, and in any place where there is Internet.  Digital sources are keeping from damage and loss of.
(1.3) Objectives of the study 
(1.4) Research Methodology
Researcher used practical approach to apply cloud computing technology, its applications, its software and how to utilize them in the field of libraries to offer the selective dissemination of information service via social media.
(1.5) The study procedures The fact that the advantages here are difficult to be counted, but some of them are:
1. The user can be reached by to his files and his data that he stored from anywhere where the his files are stored entirely online (Internet) and he does not need because accompanied personal device ( personal computer) length of time to bring it up to his files are what we do than storing some files to the email in the form of attachments so that we can access them from anywhere where there is a computer and Internet connection, but of course more fully where the user stores all the files and not some On the internet.
2. In this way the user does not require a specific operating system or a specific browser the accesses to the his files and stored and used as the files are available to him without restrictions on the operating system and the type of files, the user can to participate files with an unlimited number of users it is that allows specific users that they reach specific of its files that the user can only be determined but not every user needs a separate file copy, they all share the same file, which reduces the storage space consumption. 3. Storage space consumption does not be a big for example, a music production company will make available the music file one time, while millions of users can be Reach to the same file without needing because each of them takes a separate copy of the file. Cloud computing allows you to access all of your applications and services from anywhere, anytime via the Internet, because the information is not stored on your hard drive but on the servers (the company service providers).
Reduced costs for companies, where it is no longer necessary to buy faster computers and the best in terms of memory or above in terms of hard drive space, But any device can be a normal personal computer(PC)by using any Web browser to access cloud services used by the company (edit documents, store files, edit images, …, etc). As the companies and the university libraries and information centers are no longer, buy expensive equipments, such as expensive services to offer e-mail service for its employees, or large storage units to work backups of data and information for the company and the university libraries and information centers.
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Ensure the service works permanently, where the company is committed to the introduction of cloud storage service makes sure that the service is working around the clock in the best possible way. When you use a cloud storage service, the information stored on more than one server to ensure no loss, the company also offered the service is committed to fix any glitches or breakdowns emergency as fast as possible. This saves you a lot of time and cost as a user or owner of the company and the university libraries and information centers is responsible for its equipment and software for the management, take advantage of the large infrastructure offered by cloud services to do the tests and scientific experiments. Some complex calculations take years to conducting or processing ordinary computers, while companies such as Google and Amazon allows his cloud consisting of thousands of servers associated with each other to perform such calculations in record time.
(2.5) Cloud computing services in the field of libraries and information center
Cloud computing allows for the beneficiaries and information centers and university libraries to store data across servers and servers via the Internet outside the scope of the personal device or personal computer or mobile device or laptop any computer where they can retrieve data from anywhere and at any time, provided that there is internet connection as well as the make it available at the same time for more than a beneficiary this service is called in libraries save and automatic retrieval service. Where data are stored in digital form (software copy) and Retrieval a computerized, by processing the data in electronic Where the resources can be sent by the interests of the beneficiaries is called selective dissemination of information service, by sending resources in electronic form will be applied Borrow books electronic service by ordering the beneficiaries of digital resources (software copy) and according to their needs and from this standpoint, according to this concept can be applied to following service:
1. Electronic book loan service (here to get a copy of the resources without the need to return it). 2. Software as a service (Saas) 12 in the field of libraries. 3. Save service and automatic retrieval service. 4. Selective dissemination of information service.
(2.6) The concept of Social media
Social media can be defined as: It simply:-Techniques exist on the Internet used by people, to communicate, and interact with each other,. the term "social media" has developed to happen great fanfare, it includes all electronic communication tools existing during twenty-one century, some people use social media is a wider, to describe all types of cultural phenomena that involve communicating, and not only communicating techniques, all too often, for instance, people use the word social media to describe the user-generated content, or content submit by users, it is the content that users typed, publish and share it by using electronic publishing tools. spaces electronic to express their opinion and writing public topics, it is usually about a specific topic, any for each forum Particular specialty, and it is one of the most prevalent social media, 's easy to sign up(participate) and do not require a great technique to give (impart) the subject as in blogs.
(2.8) Facebook and its features
Considered a site Facebook to social communication is Best those sites, it is more than contributed to spreading the culture of social communication between classes, caste, trends and religions around the world, and because of its characteristics we will discuss and that facilitated people to sign up and communicate On his way (through him).
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The Facebook: It is the site of social media, Meaning it is allowing for a way for ordinary people and legal persons (such as companies) that brings out (accentuates) himself, and enhance his place through the website tools for communication with other people within the scope of that site or through communication with other sites, create links to communicate with others.
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This site was founded by Mark Zuckerberg in 2004 for the purpose of communication between students in the Harvard University, US, and then spread its use among other college students in the United States, Britain, Canada, to develops the site characteristics than just a site to highlight the personal self and images, to a specialized site in communion sponsored by Facebook company, which became billions in 2007 as a result of the involvement of 21 million subscribers in this site this year to exceed any site Social media and become the first in worldwide. 20 The site has been transformed from just a place to display personal photos and communicating with friends and family, to the channel of communication between Electronic communities, and rostrum to display political ideas, and configure political groupings electronic and fail her mightiest the actual parties on the ground, as well as to become an essential Communication channel for marketing adopted by the thousands of large and small companies to connect with their audience, as well as newspapers that depended on Electronic communities to transfer her news and promotion of the her book and other media. A exceed Facebook site his the Social Function, to the communication Site multi-Purpose, it is expected that the number of subscribers in 2013, arrives nearly half a billion subscribers, In the future, to become the largest electronic gathering on earth.
(2.9) Selective dissemination of information Service on social media
Selective dissemination of information ("SDI") is a system of information systems services leads to provide beneficiaries with information that their interest in electronic form and orderly. 21 Selective dissemination of information can also be defind as:It is information selected serve a certain segment of beneficiaries reflects the concerns of beneficiaries,
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It aims to provide each beneficiary periodically every week or every fortnight (Semimonthly) in information or policies that fall within the scope of his interest without asking for his part.
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It uses the concept of selective transmission of information often to describe was Built a system on the idea of the scientist Hans-Peter Lohan, and that lead to the use of electronic computers in the match the terms that express the concerns of each researcher terms that express the contents of the resourcesof the newly added to the library collections, notice beneficiary with the necessary information from these resources either send Abstract, Brief for each resource or send the entire resources.
(2.10) Selective transmission of information service requirements
Selective transmission of information service consists of the following components: 1. Beneficiaries files: These files include the complete information on the beneficiaries of the system Such as name, Address, the scientific degree, job, scientific background, the subject of specialization, previous experience, the areas of scientific interest, Research projects and study projects.
documents files: This file contains
complete bibliographic information about the documents entering the system as well as descriptors or terms that reflect the subjects of these documents and are used to retrieve it. 3. Matching (the emulation): Where the terms in the file of documents are matched in the file of beneficiaries to select those documents of interest to their demands beneficiaries. 4. Notification: Where to send information on these documents to the beneficiaries of matching their demands, their needs and their interests either by postal mail or telephone or e-mail or Social Media.
5. Files update: By asking, the beneficiary evaluation of the documents received in order to be possible to describe needs better by adding and modifying.
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The third Section Practical side (3.1) Selective transmission information service is a applying by Cloud computing applications and Social Media
The selective transmission information service is applying by Cloud computing applications and Social Media, through several phases, as follows:
First: -Information resources is Converting from hard copy form to digital format (software copy) by using the scanner, according to the needs of beneficiaries. As shown in Figure ( Google drive: It is a cloud storage service offered by Google Inc. Provide free storage space of 15 GB As well as the advantages enjoyed by as follows:
1. Connectivity with Gmail Mail: Google Drive application allows you to send files sizes infinite (As, of course, does not exceed the maximum storage space) by Gmail mail directly from within the application itself, and without the need to go to Gmail Mail. 
The fourthSection Results and Recommendations (4.1) The results:-
The Research used an applied approach to apply selective dissemination of information service and cloud computing technology to build a digital warehouse by using the Google drive.It uses Facebook as a media to inform beneficiaries of the digital resources available at the Central Library of the Iraqia University that meet their demands. The research has come to a number of conclusions the most important:-1. It is applying selective dissemination of information service provides time for beneficiaries of the university libraries to retrieve the intellectual works in the topics they care about quickly and easily.
2. The use of cloud computing applications In university libraries establishes a digital warehouse and saves all digital sources from damage or loss because the digital data are kept in more than one place in the world and therefore there is that they may be damage or loss;
3.The use of cloud computing applications in university libraries leads to electronic storage and retrieval which helps to speed the retrieval of digital resources. 1. Advocating awareness of the importance of cloud computing and working on developing human resources to deal with this technique. This will achieve the optimal use of these services which require us to understand well the dimensions of this modern technology;
2. The cloud computing will change the format of services offered by the university libraries, and therefore it must contribute technological developments from the beginning without being late. We should absorb its importance and its active role especially at the present time.
3. University libraries need to be encouraged to provide computerized information services (selective dissemination of information service), and to convert the resources from of the paper form (Hard copy) to digital form (software copy). That means to convert from traditional form to digital one. 4. Urged university libraries on investing cloud computing application that create digital warehouse and save the digital resources from damage and loss and take advantage of its in the process of storage and electronic retrieval. 
Appendix (1(
Figure (1) converting the source of the paper (hard copy) to digital. 
